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The range of table games offered by Sanremo Online Casino is expanding more and more. Great classics such as Blackjack, Roulette or Punto Banco are complemented by innovative experiences, including poker against the dealer or craps.




In order to offer each player an environment that suits them best, Sanremo online casino has even been divided into three: Sanremo by WM , Macao Casino and Tuko Casino .




Play money mode is available for all majors. Here’s an overview of our top attractions.




Blackjack online




Blackjack is a game so rich in strategy that it inspired many movies, including the famous “21” by Robert Luketic. The name indicates the maximum hand you can also aim for if you challenge the dealer in our online blackjack.




You’ll be able to choose from numerous variations, including Pontoon , and you’ll be given the option to take multiple positions. In WM Casino Online Blackjack, you can even multiply by five. Really the best for perfecting your strategies and creating many challenges on the counter!




Punto Banco Online




Punto Banco online is derived from baccarat and has won an ever-growing audience of fans thanks to its simple rules and dynamism: everything ends in one hand as soon as the player chooses a betting method. In fact, in Punto Banco online you can also bet on a banker win or a draw, in which case the reward will be 8 times the bet.




The one who comes closest to the number 9 wins.




French Roulette Online
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With French online roulette, you will get into the most classic casino game, which has been the symbol of Sanremo Casino for decades. Generations pass, but the wheel retains its hypnotic charm.




French online roulette is offered in numerous variations, including fair roulette, where the action is accelerated. You can also play live by connecting directly to our tables. 97.5% return to player makes French online roulette one of the most affordable games.




American Roulette Online




American roulette differs from French roulette by an additional zero, called a double zero. So the ball can land on 38 squares, one more than the French version, for a wider range of combinations.




Surprisingly, American roulette is the oldest version of the game: the wheel was born with a double zero, which was only later removed, giving rise to the European version. On the other side of the Atlantic, two zeros continue to be preferred. Try a few spins at our online American roulette – the best way to understand why.




Online Casino Hold’em




We’re used to thinking of poker as a battle with other players, but you can actually challenge the dealer directly. In this case, you will be the only one who decides the bids and promotions.




The online hold’em casino you’ll find at Macau Casino also offers an innovative bonus bet that wins when the player has two aces after the flop. On the other hand, Sanremo casino online poker is offered in numerous variations, and there is also the inviting Caribbean Stud online, which will really make you breathe the casino atmosphere.
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